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Can Land Management Buffer Impacts of Climate Changes and Altered Fire Regimes on Ecosystems of the Southwestern United States?
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Abstract: Climate changes and associated shifts in ecosystems and fire regimes present enormous challenges for the management of landscapes in the Southwestern US. A central question is whether management strategies can maintain or promote desired ecological conditions under projected future climates. We modeled wildfire and forest responses to climate changes and management activities using two ecosystem process models: FireBGCv2, simulated for the Jemez Mountains, New Mexico, and LANDIS-II, simulated for the Kaibab Plateau, Arizona. We modeled contemporary and two future climates—“Warm-Dry” (CCSM4 RCP 4.5) and “Hot-Arid” (HadGEM2ES RCP 8.5)—and four levels of management including fire suppression alone, a current treatment strategy, and two intensified treatment strategies. We found that Hot-Arid future climate resulted in a fundamental, persistent reorganization of ecosystems in both study areas, including biomass reduction, compositional shifts, and altered forest structure. Climate changes increased the potential for high-severity fire in the Jemez study area, but did not impact fire regime characteristics in the Kaibab. Intensified management treatments somewhat reduced wildfire frequency and severity; however, management strategies did not prevent the reorganization of forest ecosystems in either landscape. Our results suggest that novel approaches may be required to manage future forests for desired conditions.
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1. Introduction

Gradual changes in landscape composition and structure are predicted with shifting climate patterns [1–5]. However, climate changes occur in the context of increased landscape disturbance that can catalyze abrupt changes in ecosystems [6–8]. In particular, global ecosystems are highly influenced by fire disturbance [9–12]. In fire-adapted, fire-prone systems, landscape patterns and vegetation distributions are determined primarily by reciprocal interactions with fire [13,14] and then by fine-scale interactions within and among species (e.g., competition and dispersal) and their surrounding environment (e.g., climate and edaphic conditions) [15].

In the southwestern US, fire regimes have been altered by land management and climate changes. A hundred-plus years of livestock grazing, logging, and fire exclusion have altered pre-European era fire frequencies, creating increased surface fuel loads, dense, fuel-rich forests, and reduced structural and spatial heterogeneity of vegetation, especially in dry conifer forests with frequent-fire regimes (typically, those with fire return intervals <35 years) [16–18]. Fires in these forests are likely to be more intense with larger patches of high-severity fire than occurred historically [19–23], reducing biodiversity,
ecological function, and resilience [12,17]. Observed 20th and 21st century anthropogenic climate changes of warming temperatures and an earlier onset of snowmelt have increased the length of fire seasons and lowered fuel moistures, making large portions of the landscape flammable for longer periods of time [21,24], and widespread, regional fire years have been associated with prolonged droughts [13,25,26].

Understanding how to manage changing fire regimes and fuel conditions will be a central challenge for decades to come, as warmer and drier climates cause more frequent, more severe, and larger fires than occurred historically [9,10,27,28]. Wildfires that are large and severe, that overlap in space or time, or that are at or beyond the bounds of historical range of variability can abruptly reorganize ecosystems [11,29,30]. In the Southwest, this reorganization may represent a tipping point in which changing climate and disturbance processes create novel fuelscapes, thus setting the stage for future fire regimes that are significantly different from those that have existed in the past. These regime changes pose serious threats to ecosystem integrity and resilience [31].

Several recent papers have addressed the appropriateness and effectiveness of fire management and forest restoration activities under changing climates [32–35]. A common finding is the limited ability of current strategies to ameliorate undesired wildfire impacts in many ecological systems, particularly given the potentiating effects of warmer, drier climates on fire frequency and severity. Littell et al. 2009 [32], in an analysis of the relationship of climate and wildfire area burned in the western US, concluded that fuel treatments may mitigate wildfire vulnerability in fuel-limited systems, but that treatments may be less effective in systems where future fire patterns are influenced more by climate than by fuels. Stephens et al. 2013 [36] suggested that new strategies to mitigate and adapt to increased fire are needed to sustain forest landscapes (e.g., promote resilience), including the restoration of historical stand conditions in high frequency, low-to-moderate severity fire regimes, while allowing for shifts away from historical forest structure and composition in forests with low-frequency, high-severity fire regimes. Facilitating the adaptation of forests to changing climate and fire regimes may ultimately create more resilient systems as vegetation communities come into equilibrium with climate [35]. For example, Schoennagel et al. 2017 [33] indicated the importance of adaptive management approaches that include increased use of prescribed fire, much reduced fire suppression, and recognition of the limited ability of fuel treatments to alter regional fire patterns.

The need for a better understanding of the potential impacts of climate changes on ecosystems is reaching new levels of urgency. To guide management strategies, current, scientifically credible information on how landscapes will respond to the synergistic interactions of climate and disturbance processes is required [37]. Research is ongoing, but projections of future conditions are somewhat uncertain and rarely produce the level of accuracy and precision needed by resource managers [38]. A core question central to fire and ecosystem management in fire-prone ecosystems is whether fuels and fire management strategies can be designed to maintain or promote desired ecological conditions under projected future climate and fire regimes [33]. As part of a Joint Fire Science Program project funded to improve understanding of future ecosystem and fire regime dynamics and management impacts, we modeled a range of climate and land management scenarios using two spatially explicit, mechanistic ecosystem-fire models, FireBGCv2 and LANDIS-II. Our simulation landscapes are the Jemez Mountains in northern New Mexico, modeled with FireBGCv2 (hereafter FireBGCv2-Jemez), and the Kaibab Plateau in Arizona, modeled with LANDIS-II (hereafter LANDIS-II-Kaibab) (Figure 1). Models were previously parameterized for respective study areas, providing an opportunity to compare outcomes and evaluate the interactions of climate, fire, and management under a common set of climate and management scenarios. Modeled management strategies were collaboratively developed by southwestern US researchers and managers as plausible responses to changing forests and fire regimes. We used our models to address three related topics for ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer forests in each simulation landscape: (1) Will future climate cause fundamental changes in forests and fire regimes? (2) Will current management approaches be effective in preventing fundamental changes in forests and fires under future climates? (3) Could shifting climate regimes require new management approaches, or can fundamental ecological characteristics of southwestern forests be preserved through an intensification of current strategies?
Figure 1. (a) Jemez, NM (FireBGCv2-Jemez) and Kaibab, AZ (LANDIS-II-Kaibab) study areas. Green shading denotes distribution of forests that historically experienced high frequency (≤35 Year Fire Return Interval) low- to mixed-severity fires (Fire Regime Group 1, LANDFIRE Program, Rollins 2009 [39]; (b) FireBGCv2-Jemez ecological setting and surface elevation; (c) LANDIS-II-Kaibab ecological setting and surface elevation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Areas

The ~180,000 ha FireBGCv2-Jemez study area (Figure 1a,c) is a mainly forested, fire-adapted landscape of mesas and canyons (elevation range 1500–3500 meters above sea level (masl)). Landscape vegetation is strongly influenced by elevation and aspect, which are highly correlated with plant-available moisture [40]. Upper elevation (~2900 to 3500 masl), mesic forests contain Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii), corkbark fir (Abies lasiocarpa var. arizonica), and blue spruce (P. pungens); upper-middle elevation (~2300 to 2900 masl), dry mixed conifer forests consist of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa var. scopulorum), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca), white fir (Abies concolor), limber pine (Pinus flexilis), and southwestern white pine (Pinus strobiformis), with intermixed stands of aspen (Populus tremuloides); lower-middle elevations (~2100 to 2600 masl) are comprised of pure or nearly pure stands of ponderosa pine with Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii) understory; and dry woodlands of piñon pine (Pinus edulis) and juniper (primarily Juniperus monosperma) occur at lower elevations of 1500 to 2100 masl [40–42]. Regional climate is semi-arid with a bimodal precipitation pattern with peaks in winter (December–January) and summer (July–August; summer monsoon) [41]. Prior to persistent and substantial European settlement in the mid-1800s, much of the Jemez landscape was dominated by frequent, low-intensity surface fires with low overstory tree mortality, high understory tree mortality, and the regular consumption of surface fuels [41,43–45]. Large wildfires that have burned across the Jemez Mountains in the past five decades have included larger components of high-severity fire than occurred in the past, causing high levels of tree mortality, delayed forest regeneration, and erosion and other geomorphological changes [46,47].

The Kaibab Plateau (Figure 1a,b) is a broad, high elevation limestone plateau located in northern Arizona, encompassing 335,000 ha in Grand Canyon National Park (GCNP) and the North Kaibab Ranger District (NKRD) of the Kaibab National Forest. Elevation within the study landscape ranges from
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1439 to 2830 masl, supporting a range of forest types that are distributed along a gradient of increasing moisture availability and decreasing temperature with increasing elevation. Forest types are similar to the Jemez landscape with low elevation piñon-juniper (primarily *J. osteosperma*), and Gambel oak, and mid elevation ponderosa pine. At mid to high elevations, dry mixed conifer and wet mixed conifer forests intermix and are composed of ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, white fir, blue spruce, Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir (*Abies lasiocarpa*), and aspen. Forests at the highest elevations are composed of Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, and aspen [48,49]. Climate is similar to the Jemez landscape, with winter precipitation peaking slightly later (January–February) and lightning ignitions occurring most frequently in July [50,51]. Historically, frequent surface fires burned at intervals of about six to nine years in ponderosa pine and about seven to 31 years in dry mixed conifer forests [52,53]. Higher elevation forests experience less frequent, mixed- to high-severity fires [54,55]. The Kaibab Plateau has experienced large, high-severity fires in recent years [56].

2.2. Ecological Modeling

2.2.1. FireBGCv2-Jemez

FireBGCv2 (Fire BioGeoChemical model Version 2) is a spatially explicit, mechanistic ecosystem process model developed to evaluate interactions of climate, disturbance, and vegetation over long time scales [57–60]. Model details are described in Keane et al. 2011 [61] and in Supplement 1. Required model inputs are ecological site and stand maps, daily weather for ecological sites, fire regime and vegetation parameters, and initializing stand (plot) vegetation and fuels data. Ecological sites (ponderosa pine, 61,451 ha; wet mixed conifer, 60,795 ha; piñon-juniper, 41,009 ha; dry mixed conifer, 16,039 ha; and riparian, 1824 ha; Figure 1c) were mapped from the LANDFIRE environmental site potential (ESP) data layer [39], resampled to 90m, and generalized based on nearest neighbors to reduce fine-scale heterogeneity. Initial stand boundaries were defined using the LANDFIRE biophysical settings layer, and plot data from 84 plots collected across the Jemez landscape in 2012-2013 (for detailed field methods see [57,59]) or obtained from the Forest Inventory and Analysis Program (http://www.fia.fs.fed.us/) were assigned to stands based on similarities of dominant species, elevation, slope, and aspect. Weather data were obtained from the Jemez Springs National Climatic Data Center cooperative weather station (CO-OP ID 294369-2) (NCDC 2011) and were extrapolated across sites [62,63]. Historical fire frequency and size distributions were derived from fire history studies for southwestern ecosystems [18,64–72], including local studies [41,44,73]. Vegetation species parameters were gleaned from literature, previous FireBGCv2 projects [57–59,66,74], and field data. We adjusted fire size and frequency parameters until the model simulated landscape fire return intervals that were consistent with available fire history records [18,64–68,70–72,75]. We adjusted biological tree species parameters (e.g., shade tolerance, growing degree days, cone crop probability, bark thickness) until modeled spatial distributions and individual species basal area characteristics matched published estimates for southwest vegetation communities under non-managed conditions (e.g., without suppression, logging, or other activities) [69,76–78].

2.2.2. LANDIS-II-Kaibab

LANDIS-II is a spatially interactive, process-based landscape simulation model well suited for large spatial and temporal scales [79]. Specifics of the model structure, inputs, and validation for the Kaibab Plateau study landscape are described in Flatley and Fulé 2016 [80] and in Supplement 1. We used the Biomass Succession extension for LANDIS-II to model forest growth, competition, succession, and individual species response to climate change [81]. Inputs for the Biomass Succession extension, including species growth parameters across the varying environmental site conditions, climate scenarios, and time steps, were estimated using the Climate-Forest Vegetation Simulator [82]. The Dynamic Fire and Fuels (DFF) extension (v2.0) [83] simulated wildfire occurrence and spread according to site specific inputs of daily fire weather, ignition rates, and fire duration distributions. Daily fire weather data (ca. 1995–2013) was obtained from seven Remote Automated Weather Stations located within or adjacent to the study
landscape (http://www.raws.dri.edu). The DFF extension simulated individual fires according to daily fire weather (for more detail see Supplement 1), then burned areas were aggregated within each 5-yr time step. Management actions were implemented with the Biomass Harvest extension (v2.1) [84], which reduces the biomass of cohorts according to species and age ranges specified in management prescriptions and alters fuel characteristics. We created initial forest conditions by preceding each model run with a 600-year spinup under contemporary climate conditions and historical fire frequencies, followed by 120 years of fire suppression and then biomass removal to simulate 20th century logging on forest service lands. We used a 1-ha cell resolution and each extension operated at a five-year time step.

2.3. Modeling Scenarios

We modeled 20 replicates of 100-year simulations for 12 factorial scenarios of climate (contemporary and two climate change factors, Figure 2) and management (wildfire suppression only, current management, and two intensified strategies). Contemporary climate in FireBGCv2 was a repeating loop of daily instrumental weather (1987–2006) from the Jemez NCDC station, extrapolated across sites [62,63]. For LANDIS-II-Kaibab, contemporary climate used to model forest growth and regeneration was based on downscaled climate normals from 1961–1990 [82]. Climate change factors spanned gradients of temperature and aridity projected for the southwestern US from Warm-Dry (based on the CCSM4 CMIP5 climate model [85] for the moderate emissions scenario RCP 4.5 [86,87]) to Hot-Arid (from the HadGEM2-ES CMIP5 climate model [88] for the high emissions scenario RCP 8.5). In FireBGCv2 data for both climate factors were acquired from the NASA Earth Exchange [89] for an 800-meter grid-cell coincident with the Jemez Springs weather station, then delta-downscaled for the period 2006-2009 by applying offsets derived from the slopes of linear regressions for individual seasons per weather year to the longest available Jemez station daily weather stream, 1954–2006. The delta method is a straightforward downscaling method that has a high level of climate realism desirable in future impact studies [90,91]. Future weather streams were then extrapolated to individual ecological sites as above. For LANDIS-II-Kaibab, climate change factors for vegetation dynamics were incorporated into C-FVS simulations. Site-specific growth and regeneration parameters for individual species were produced via downscaled climate surfaces available from the C-FVS webpage (http://charcoal.cnre.vt.edu/climate/customData/). Climate change factors for fire dynamics were incorporated into the daily fire weather data through the delta method. Adjusted fire weather data was then used to estimate fuel moisture inputs for fire modeling. Climate projections used for both the vegetation dynamics and fire dynamics were available at 30 year intervals, but we estimated intermediate values at 10 year intervals using linear interpolation (for more detail see Supplement 1).

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** Annual precipitation (cm) and maximum July temperature (°C) for Contemporary (solid black lines), Warm-Dry (CMIP5/CCSM4, RCP 4.5, dashed blue lines), and Hot-Arid (CMIP5/ HadGEM2-ES, RCP 8.5, dashed red lines) climate factors for FireBGCv2-Jemez and LANDIS-II-Kaibab simulation models.
Management factors (Table S1) were derived from available prescriptions and burn plans for the study areas [16,92] refined with input from southwestern managers. All management factors included wildfire suppression at a level consistent with current policy and implementation, simulated as a randomly extinguished 90% of annual ignitions in FireBGCv2-Jemez or modeled as a function of the modern fire size distribution in LANDIS-II-Kaibab. We modeled treatments of Suppression Only, Business as Usual (BAU), representing current treatments in ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer forests of the study regions, a three-fold annual increase over BAU treatment area (3xBAU), and a six-fold annual increase over BAU (6xBAU). The BAU treatment was applied to 1.5% of the areal extent of the ponderosa pine site and 1.5% of the dry mixed conifer site annually, with a combination of thinning followed by prescribed fire (0.75%) and prescribed fire only (0.75%) in each site, corresponding to a 67-year landscape treatment rotation. Treatment rotations for 3xBAU and 6x BAU were 22 years and 11 years, respectively, corresponding to larger annual treatment areas (Figures 3 and 4). Treatments were applied each year to stands that met specified criteria (Table S1), regardless of whether they were treated in previous years.

Figure 3. FireBGCv2-Jemez cumulative treated area and number of treatments per stand for the 100-year simulation period in managed forests of ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer. All treatments are thinning followed by prescribed fire or prescribed fire only for business as usual (BAU) scenarios (1.5% treated annually, 76-year treatment rotation), three-fold increase in BAU (3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation) scenarios, and six-fold increase in BAU (6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) scenarios for contemporary climate and two climate change factors.
2.4. Model Responses and Analysis

We used a suite of fire regime and ecosystem metrics to evaluate the impacts of climate and management (Table 1), focusing our analysis on the combined 77,489 ha (FireBGCv2-Jemez) or 155,439 ha (LANDIS-II-Kaibab) area of ponderosa pine and mixed conifer sites in which management treatments were implemented. Variables were produced at annual time steps (FireBGCv2) or every five years (LANDIS-II), and were summarized across scenario replicates for each time step.

High-severity wildfires were identified as those for which tree mortality was greater than 70% of the pre-fire canopy (FireBGCv2-Jemez) \cite{93} or as wildfires for which greater than 50% of the crown burned (LANDIS-II-Kaibab). For wildfire area burned (total wildfire area burned or high-severity wildfire area burned), we produced boxplots as measures of the central value (median) and variability (25th and 75th percentiles), calculated for the pool of all replicates and all years for each scenario (FireBGCv2) or all replicates (LANDIS-II). Maps of fire return intervals (FRI) show the mean point FRI across replicates, where FRI for each replicate is the number of simulation years/total number of simulated fires calculated for each pixel. Prescribed fires were not included in analyses. Ecosystem metrics, computed for individual stands within ecological sites, included biomass, vegetation composition calculated as dominant species by biomass, and species structural stage (FireBGCv2) or age class (LANDIS-II). We plotted proportional species composition, structural stage, and age class as mean occupancy per species, structural stage and age class across replicates, and basal area (BA, m$^2$/ha) or biomass (g/m$^2$) as time series plots of the replicate median and 25th and 75th percentiles of BA summed for all trees.
Table 1. Fire regime and ecosystem metrics tracked for FireBGCv2-Jemez and LANDIS-II-Kaibab models. Metrics are similar between models, but note differences in calculations of forest biomass, forest structure, and high-severity wildfire area burned that reflect differences in model mechanics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>FireBGCv2-Jemez</th>
<th>LANDIS-II-Kaibab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRE REGIME METRICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point fire return interval</td>
<td>No. of simulation years/total number of wildfires per pixel</td>
<td>No. of simulation years/total number of wildfires per pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area burned</td>
<td>Area of all wildfires (ha)</td>
<td>Area of all wildfires (ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High severity area burned</td>
<td>Area of all wildfires with tree mortality &gt;70% (ha)</td>
<td>Area of all fires with &gt;50% crown fraction burned (ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECOSYSTEM METRICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation composition</td>
<td>Proportional species biomass (%)</td>
<td>Proportional species biomass (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest structure</td>
<td>Proportional species structural stage (^a) (%)</td>
<td>Proportional species age class (^b) (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest production</td>
<td>Basal area by species (m(^2)/ha(^{-1}))</td>
<td>Biomass by species, g/m(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) FireBGCv2-Jemez structural stages correspond to the following diameter classes (cm): 2 ≤ saplings ≤ 10, 10 < pole ≤ 23, 23 < mature ≤ 50, 50 < large ≤ 100, very large > 100; \(^b\) LANDIS-II-Kaibab age classes correspond to the following: young 0 to 49 years, mid 50 to 99 years, and old > 100 years.

3. Results

3.1. Fire Regime Metrics

3.1.1. Fire Return Interval

FireBGCv2-Jemez fire return intervals decreased (wildfire frequency increased) for Warm-Dry and Hot-Arid climates relative to Contemporary climate for each management scenario (i.e., comparing climate impacts across all Suppression Only scenarios) (Figure 5). Fires were more frequent under progressively more severe drought conditions that increased the probability of ignition and fuel flammability, especially at lower elevations where fire return intervals were several decades shorter than for more moderate climates. As others have reported, fire suppression resulted in a fire deficit relative to historical reference conditions for dry southwestern forests [94,95], in which all simulated fire return intervals were substantially longer than reconstructed intervals of five to 12 years in ponderosa pine-dominated sites and 10 to 14 years in dry mixed conifer sites [41,43–45]. Management treatments had little effect on fire frequency for Contemporary climate (i.e., little difference between the Suppression Only scenario and BAU, 3xBAU, or 6xBAU) (Figure 5). Under Hot-Arid climate, fires were less frequent for 3xBAU and 6xBAU than for Suppression Only or BAU as the result of cumulative impacts of treatments and severe drought conditions on fuel availability, reducing fuel biomass to below the 0.05 kg/m\(^2\) threshold required for successful fire ignition and spread in FireBGCv2.

LANDIS-II-Kaibab fire return intervals showed little to no change in response to climate, while management had a clear influence on fire frequency (Figure 6). Fires were most frequent for the Suppression Only management scenarios, with the shortest fire intervals of 30–40 years concentrated in large areas of contiguous low elevation ponderosa pine forest on the northern half of the plateau. Fuel treatments lengthened fire return intervals. The 3xBAU and 6xBAU treatments increased fire return intervals beyond 90 years for much of the study landscape. Due to the influence of fire suppression, fire return intervals under all scenarios (35–313 years) were longer than historical fire return intervals of six to nine years in ponderosa pine forests and seven to 31 years in mixed conifer forests [53,96].
Figure 5. FireBGCv2-Jemez point fire return intervals (wildfires only; prescribed fires excluded). Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid).

Figure 6. LANDIS-II-Kaibab fire return intervals (wildfires only; prescribed fires excluded). Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid).
3.1.2. Wildfire Area Burned

FireBGCv2-Jemez annual area burned increased with Warm-Dry and Hot-Arid climates relative to Contemporary climate (Figure 7a, Table S2). Median annual area burned was a small portion of the total area of dry managed forest, ranging from less than 1000 ha (<1.5% of dry managed forest area) under Contemporary climate to over 2000 ha (>2.5%) for Hot-Arid climate, but among some replicate-years, about 3000 to 5000 ha (five to ten percent, Contemporary climate) or about 6000 to 15,000 ha (seven to 19 percent, Warm-Dry and Hot-Arid climates) of dry forested area burned annually, with outlier years in which much or all of the entire ~80,000 ha dry forested area burned (Table S2, Figure 7a). This outcome is consistent with projections of climate-driven increases in area burned in the western US, particularly those in which a small fraction of fires (“megafires”) become very large despite fire suppression efforts [21,32,97,98]. Management impacts on annual area burned varied with climate (Figure 7a). For Contemporary and Warm-dry climates, treatments increased annual area burned proportionally to management intensity (Suppression Only, BAU, 3xBAU) because thinning and prescribed fire treatments produced fuels that easily carry fire; i.e., were a positive feedback to fire (but 6xBAU treatments were sufficiently frequent and extensive to limit burnable fuels and reduce area burned). For Hot-Arid climates, annual area burned decreased with management intensity (Suppression Only, BAU, 3xBAU, 6xBAU), because treatments in combination with altered climate suppressed fuel production.

LANDIS-II-Kaibab area burned did not differ between the Contemporary climate scenario and the Warm-Dry or Hot-Arid climates (Figure 8a, Table S3). The consistency in area burned for all climate factors within Suppression Only scenarios indicates that climate had minimal influence. As discussed above, wildfire was most prevalent in the Suppression Only scenarios, where median area burned ranged from 3600 to 4400 ha (2.3 to 2.9% of dry managed forests). The BAU treatments only slightly reduced area burned (2600 ha to 3200 ha) compared to Suppression Only. The enhanced treatment rates 3xBAU and 6xBAU notably reduced the average annual area burned (700 to 1200 ha and 500 to 700, respectively). The benefits of doubling the treatment rate from 3x to 6xBAU were limited, except for a reduction in the number of outlier years under the Hot-Arid scenario. However, exceptionally large fire years (outliers) may have outsized impacts on ecosystem function and recovery, justifying higher treatment rates.

3.1.3. High-Severity Wildfire Area Burned

FireBGCv2-Jemez median annual high-severity area burned (fires that resulted in >70% tree mortality in stands) was small (less than 300 ha, or less than one percent of the total area of dry managed forest), but in some replicate-years, as much as 1700 ha (about two percent, Contemporary climate) or 5000 ha (about seven percent, Hot-Arid climate) of dry forested area burned annually at high severity (Figure 7b, Table S2). Outlier years under Hot-Arid climates burned more than 75% of the dry forested area (60,000 ha) at high severity (Figure 7b), high-severity mega-fires that were much larger than those of the pre-European reference period [99]. There was no clear impact of management on median high-severity annual area burned; however, increasing treatment intensity reduced the upper range of high-severity burned area under Hot-Arid climate (Figure 7b). Management treatments had no effect on the extreme high-severity fire (outlier) years in the Hot-Arid climate scenarios.

Consistent with the previous results for the LANDIS-II-Kaibab simulations, management, not climate, was the primary influence on high-severity area burned. The area of high-severity fire declined considerably under the enhanced treatments (Figure 8b, Table S3). For the Hot-Arid climate and Suppression Only scenario, the high-severity fire rotation was 128 years for managed forest. The BAU, 3xBAU, and 6xBAU reduced this to 184, 526, and 3337 years, respectively. The rotation for the 3xBAU most closely aligns with a historical high-severity fire rotation of 528 years reconstructed in mixed conifer forests on the Kaibab Plateau [55]. Reductions in the area of high-severity fire could be particularly important in a changing climate, as forest turnover can be a catalyst for type changes [100,101].
Figure 7. FireBGCv2-Jemez wildfire area burned annually (ha) in ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites in (a) wildfires of all types and (b) high-severity wildfires (tree mortality >70%) for factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). Boxplots show median, 25th, and 75th percentile wildfire area burned and outliers calculated for the pool of all replicates and all years for each scenario. The combined area of ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites is 77,489 ha.
Figure 8. LANDIS-II-Kaibab wildfire area burned annually (ha) in ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites for (a) wildfires of all types and (b) high-severity wildfires (>50% of crown burned) for factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). Boxplots show median area burned, 25th and 75th percentiles, and outliers among replicates and fire years for each scenario. The combined area of ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites is 155,439 ha.

3.2. Ecosystem Responses

3.2.1. Forest Composition

For FireBGCv2-Jemez, Hot-Arid climate triggered a conversion of ponderosa pine forests to shrublands and woodlands dominated by Gambel oak, piñon pine, and juniper (Figure 9a). Conversion occurred ca AD 2075, corresponding to the hottest and driest period of future climate simulated in FireBGCv2-Jemez (Figure 2). Woodland expansion (but not shrub expansion) was somewhat mediated by management treatments: 3xBAU and 6xBAU reduced the proportion of piñon pine and juniper via thinning treatments that targeted smaller bole diameters characteristic of the species, and prescribed fire caused tree mortality. In the dry mixed conifer site, where Gambel oak is not a significant component of the understory, aspen occupied an increasing proportion of the landscape as wildfires and area treated with prescribed fire increased (Figure 9b). This is consistent with aspen field studies documenting vigorous post-fire sprouting [41,102]; however, regeneration failed under Hot-Arid climate and co-occurring increased high severity burned area and more frequent fires.
Coniferous species composition was relatively stable in the dry mixed conifer site over time and among climate-management scenarios (Figure 9b) as compared with the ponderosa pine site (Figure 9a). More frequent prescribed fire rotations and larger treatment areas of 3xBAU and 6xBAU scenarios slightly decreased the amount of forest dominated by Douglas-fir in middle elevations in favor of ponderosa pine (Figure 9a), somewhat mitigating 20th century trends of infill by shade tolerant Douglas-fir facilitated by anthropogenic fire exclusion [19,77,103]. Treatments increased the amount of aspen in the dry mixed conifer site for contemporary and Warm-Dry climates (Figure 9b), especially by the mid-21st century, when intensified 22-year (3xBAU) or 11-year (6xBAU) rotations frequently retreated previously managed stands (Figure 3). Rapid (within five years) post-fire regeneration of aspen has been documented in southwestern conifer forests [104]; however, prescribed fires that stimulated aspen growth also reduced piñon pines, a fire-sensitive species that is usually killed by fire [105].

LANDIS-II-Kaibab compositional changes were minimal during the 21st century. Throughout the simulation period, ponderosa pine was the dominant species on sites initially classified as ponderosa pine forest, regardless of climate or management scenario (Figure 10a). Gambel oak was most common in ponderosa pine forests under the Suppression Only scenario, likely due to the prevalence of high-severity fire in the absence of treatments, while oak declined in response to the BAU and enhanced BAU treatments that reduced high-severity area burned. In contrast to the Jemez results, Gambel oak did not increase under climate change scenarios, actually decreasing in response to Hot-Arid climate conditions. Dry mixed conifer forests generally shifted towards dominance of ponderosa pine in the Suppression Only management scenario (more high-severity fire) or the climate change scenarios (Figure 10b). Ponderosa pine is the most fire tolerant and drought tolerant of the tree species in the dry mixed conifer forests on the Kaibab Plateau [54,106]. Ponderosa pine increased in dominance at the expense of white fir, aspen, and to a lesser extent, Douglas-fir, which is also relatively tolerant to fire and drought. Under the Hot-Arid climate, white fir declined initially but began to recover later in the century with the application of fuel treatments. This recovery is likely due to increased precipitation during the last decades of the century under the Hot-Arid climate scenario. Although, as modeled, LANDIS-II-Kaibab compositional changes were limited, they will likely be substantial over longer time periods, indicated by the declining regeneration probability of initial overstory species that occurred in all forest types. For example, piñon pine and juniper were much more viable than ponderosa pine in the ponderosa pine forest type by the end of the century under the Hot-Arid scenario. This suggests that, given time (more than a 100-year simulation period), the model would show the replacement of ponderosa pine with piñon-juniper vegetation, as in FireBGCv2-Jemez.
Figure 9. FireBGCv2-Jemez dominant vegetation by biomass for the ponderosa pine site (a) and dry mixed conifer site (b), represented as the proportional area within each site. Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). The x-axes are simulation years and y-axes are proportional site area occupied by each species or life form.
Figure 10. LANDIS-II-Kaibab dominant vegetation by biomass for the ponderosa pine site (a) and dry mixed conifer site (b), represented as the proportional area within each site. Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). The x-axes are simulation years and y-axes are proportional site area occupied by each species or life form.

3.2.2. Forest Structure

For FireBGCv2-Jemez, Hot-Arid climate triggered a transition of the ponderosa pine site to stands dominated by immature, sapling stage trees (2 to 10 cm DBH) ca AD 2075 (Figure 11a), corresponding to the hottest and driest period of future climate simulated in FireBGCv2-Jemez (Figure 2). We attribute the disappearance of larger-sized trees to drought- and heat-induced tree mortality, with some additional losses due to high-severity fire. Such impacts of climate change on tree mortality have been well-documented at regional to global scales [107–110]. Although early-successional forests occupy a large proportion of the landscape, they are a relatively minor biomass component when compared with Gambel oak (Figure 11a). For Contemporary and Warm-Dry climates, the distribution of structural stages in the ponderosa pine site was stable through the 100-year simulation period and consistent with reference conditions for uneven-aged forests with a mix of small to large size classes [16]. Trees were predominantly
of a mature stage (23 to 50 cm DBH), with smaller proportions of saplings (2 to 10 cm DBH), pole-sized (10 to 23 cm DBH), and large (50 to 100 cm DBH) trees (Figure 11a). Saplings increased in the dry mixed conifer site under Warm-Dry and Hot-Arid climates ca. AD 2025 (Figure 11b), reflecting the increasing proportion of aspen (typically small in diameter [111]) and mortality and/or removal of trees that occurred with wildland fire and prescribed fires and fuels treatments.

LANDIS-II-Kaibab forest structure was impacted by declines in the regeneration of overstory species under the two climate change scenarios. Climate change driven regeneration failure was apparent from the age structure diagrams (Figure 12a,b), as proportional biomass shifted towards older cohorts during the middle of the century, when climate moved away from the regeneration niches of overstory species. Total biomass did not increase in older cohorts, but older trees gradually dominated the overall proportion of biomass due to a lack of regeneration moving new trees into younger age classes. The shift in age structure was less complete in the Warm-Dry scenario (Figure 12a,b) and in the dry mixed conifer stands for the Hot-Arid scenario (Figure 12b), where cooler and wetter conditions enabled some ponderosa pine regeneration.

**Figure 11.** FireBGCv2-Jemez structural stage for the ponderosa pine site (a) and dry mixed conifer site (b). Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). Structural stages correspond to the following diameter classes (cm): 2 ≤ saplings ≤ 10, 10 < pole ≤ 23, 23 < mature ≤ 50, 50 < large ≤ 100, very large > 100. The x-axes are simulation years and y-axes are proportional site area occupied by each structural stage.
Figure 12. LANDIS-II-Kaibab proportion of biomass by age class for (a) ponderosa pine and (b) dry mixed conifer sites for factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). The x-axes are simulation years and y-axes are proportion of biomass in each age class. Age classes are young (0-49 years), mid (50-99 years), and old (100 plus years).

3.2.3. Forest Production

FireBGCv2-Jemez basal area (BA, sum of individual trees’ cross-sectional area at 1.37m above ground) for ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites was initially similar to measurements of contemporary, fire-excluded southwestern dry conifer forests [77] (Figure 13), around 20 m$^2$/ha. Climate changes and management treatments decreased forest biomass relative to initial conditions. Warm-Dry climate and any of the four management factors maintained basal area well above pre-Euroamerican era estimates of around 13 m$^2$/ha [16,77], although 3xBAU and 6xBAU treatments decreased basal area as compared with Suppression Only or BAU. Hot-Arid climate basal area decreased substantially, beginning early in the simulation period ca. AD 2025, with a further abrupt step change ca. AD 2075. By AD 2100, basal area was about 10 percent of its initial value, well below pre-settlement estimates. Loss of basal area occurred from a complex of ecological processes—tree mortality, regeneration failure, and compositional
and structural shifts to shrublands or early successional forests—caused by climate stress, wildfires, management treatments, and changes in the distribution of bioclimatic space suitable for plant growth.

Biomass declines clearly illustrated the impact of climate on vegetation in the LANDIS-II-Kaibab landscape. Tree biomass decreased drastically under the Hot-Arid climate scenario (Figure 14). By the end of the century, average biomass in managed forests under the Hot-Arid scenario (3881 g/m$^2$) was well below historical estimates of pre-fire suppression biomass for ponderosa pine (9850 g/m$^2$) and dry mixed conifer (7460 g/m$^2$) on the Kaibab Plateau [52,112], indicating an overall forest decline and likely type change from forest to woodland or grassland. Biomass declines were driven by the failure of overstory species to regenerate under warmer and drier future climate conditions, as illustrated in the age structure shift to older cohorts. The absence of viable lower elevation species capable of replacing the declining overstory species delays biomass recovery and is also responsible for delays in compositional change. However, the drastic decline of forest biomass demonstrates that, despite the relatively static species composition, these forests are fundamentally altered by the Hot-Arid climate. Biomass declined slightly under the Warm-Dry scenario (7467 g/m$^2$) compared to Contemporary climate (9798 g/m$^2$), but remained within the historical pre-fire suppression estimates of biomass for ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer forests referenced above. The enhanced treatment scenarios (3xBAU and 6xBAU) slightly increased the rate of biomass declines, suggesting that high rates of thinning and burning may accelerate forest decline under drastic climate shifts [113].

**Figure 13.** FireBGCv2-Jemez basal area (m$^2$/ha) of ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites. Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). Envelopes show median (darker line) and 25th and 75th percentiles (lighter shading) among replicates for each scenario.

**Figure 14.** LANDIS-II-Kaibab average tree species biomass (g/m$^2$) for ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites. Scenarios are factorial combinations of management (Suppression Only; BAU, 76-year treatment rotation; 3xBAU, 22-year treatment rotation; 6xBAU, 11-year treatment rotation) and climate (Contemporary; Warm-Dry; Hot-Arid). Envelopes show median (darker line) and 25th and 75th percentiles (lighter shading) among replicates for each scenario.
4. Discussion

4.1. Will Climate Changes Cause Fundamental Changes in Southwestern Fire Regimes and Forests?

Models did not produce consistent impacts of climate on fire regimes. For FireBGCv2-Jemez, wildfires were more frequent under Warm-Dry and Hot-Arid climates, and the Hot-Arid scenario resulted in an increase in median high-severity wildfire burned area and in episodic, high-severity “mega-fire” events. In contrast, climate had little impact on fire outcomes in LANDIS-II-Kaibab. Varying responses reflect fundamental differences in model mechanics (see below).

Our models were consistent in projecting a fundamental reorganization of ecosystem properties under the Hot-Arid climate scenario, and to a lesser extent, the Warm-Dry climate scenario. As modeled, the more extreme Hot-Arid climate is a “tipping point,” driving biomass declines, shifts in forest structure, and compositional changes. Tipping points are critical thresholds at which even small perturbations radically and persistently reorganize system patterns or processes [114,115]. This fundamental reorganization of ecosystems aligns with previous modeling that incorporates climate change, fire, and vegetation interactions in temperate forests [57,116], as well as conceptual models that identify shrublands as an alternative, stable state in dry conifer-shrub ecosystems catalyzed by interacting anthropogenic stressors (e.g., climate changes and altered fire regimes) that push systems past a tipping point [117,118]. Modeled forest to shrubland transformations are aligned with field studies; for example, a recent study in the Jemez Mountains attributes the presence of Gambel oak shrubfields to high-severity wildfire disturbances [118]. Oak shrubfields, once established, can be highly resilient to subsequent high-severity fire events [45,117]. Ectotonal shifts between ponderosa pine forests and piñon-juniper woodlands have also been documented in the southwest, in response to a severe drought in the 1950s [119] and more recent drought conditions [120]. From our results, we infer that dry forests of the Jemez, NM and Kaibab, AZ ecosystems—and, by extension, other dry forest ecosystems in the southwestern US—may be vulnerable to a type change from forest to shrubland or grassland. Persistent changes in these systems may be driven by (1) shifts in fire regimes due to changes in climate and fuel availability, type, and structure; and (2) climate-driven regeneration failure as ecosystems depart from optimal conditions for overstory tree species.

Ponderosa pine forests of the Jemez Mountains were more substantially altered by climate and wildfire than dry mixed conifer forests, which contain species of varying drought resistance and physiological tolerance and therefore exhibited a more stable response to changing climate conditions. This outcome provides support for the hypothesis that species diversity promotes functional resilience to climate perturbations [121,122]. This conclusion is further supported by comparing responses between the two landscapes. In the Jemez Mountains, the ponderosa pine (Figure 9a) and dry mixed conifer (Figure 9b) sites both contain a significant component of lower-elevation piñon and juniper species, with mature individuals providing propagules as soon as climate conditions shift to favor these species. In contrast, piñon and juniper species are largely missing from ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer sites on the Kaibab Plateau (Figure 10a,b); therefore, these species must encroach from lower elevations. This recruitment mechanism is also apparent in compositional shifts and biomass recovery that occurred more rapidly in the wet mixed conifer and spruce-fir forests as compared to ponderosa pine forests on the Kaibab Plateau (data not shown). Contemporary wet mixed conifer and spruce fir forests include ponderosa pine, which remains viable at these sites throughout the climate changes of the next century. In forests, types where none of the current overstory species remain viable, delayed uphill movement of lower elevation species will likely exacerbate and lengthen biomass declines and increase the potential for persistent type changes where shrub or cheatgrass communities establish and resist future invasion by tree species [118,123]. Because our models did not include insect disturbance, which has been a significant cause of recent tree mortality in the southwestern US and particularly in piñon pines in the southwest [124], the role of piñon pine in maintaining tree cover and initiating forest recovery could be unrealistic. We hypothesize that if insect disturbance were included
in the models, differential piñon mortality would shift woodland dominance to juniper species, which may or may not play a similar ecological role in woodland systems [119,125].

4.2. Will Current Management Approaches be Effective in Preventing Departures under Future Climates?

Management treatments had little effect on ecosystem responses to climate change in FireBGCv2-Jemez and LANDIS-II-Kaibab. For both landscapes, the current management strategy (BAU scenarios) was consistently ineffective in preventing changes under future climate. Thinning and prescribed burning treatments at current application rates had little appreciable influence on area burned or high-severity area burned. At the stand scale, fuel treatments have been shown to be highly effective at reducing potential fire severity [126,127]. However, our modeling indicates that the current rate of application has little impact on wildfire outcomes at the landscape scale. The BAU scenarios were also ineffective in preventing biomass declines, shifts in age structure, and compositional changes under future climate. Targeted treatments may temporarily achieve objectives and protect high value landscape components. However, the central role of climate in driving forest changes through either mortality or regeneration failure suggests that the benefits of current treatments will likely be temporary.

4.3. Do Shifting Climate and Fire Regimes Require Novel Management Approaches?

Management strategies did not maintain current biomass, composition, or structure with changing climate. Although 3xBAU and 6xBAU treatments impacted wildfire regimes on the Kaibab landscape, they were ineffective at buffering or delaying the reorganization of forest ecosystems on either landscape. Intensified treatment scenarios (3xBAU and 6xBAU) slightly increased the rate of biomass declines, suggesting that high rates of thinning and burning may accelerate forest decline under drastic climate shifts [113]. The 6xBAU treatment strategy achieved treatment rotations of eleven years, the approximate historic fire rotation for ponderosa pine and dry mixed conifer forests, but increased areal extent and frequency of treatments alone was not an effective tool for preventing fundamental ecological shifts, especially under Hot-Arid climate. This result suggests that novel management approaches may be required to sustain forest landscapes or facilitate the adaptation of forests to changing climate and fire regimes [33,35,36]. For example, the planting of lower elevation species, adapted to warmer and drier conditions, could facilitate species migration, accelerating ecosystem recovery and reducing the depth of biomass declines [128,129].

4.4. Model Influences on Outcomes

Outcomes can differ across ecological models as the result of different model structures, initializing conditions, parameterization, and data inputs. Complex models are sensitive to a large number of factors (e.g., climate, weather, terrain) because they explicitly simulate the relevant underlying mechanistic processes. FireBGCv2 and LANDIS-II are highly complex models that mechanistically link climate, weather, and fuel patterns to fire frequency and area burned [83,130]. In FireBGCv2, fire regime characteristics are emergent model properties, determined by iterative climate and fire influences on fuel properties (type, amount, moisture) and live vegetation characteristics (e.g., bark thickness, canopy base height, DBH, vigor). Climate can serve as either a positive feedback to fire (e.g., warming temperatures increase landscape burnability by decreasing fuel moisture) or a negative feedback (e.g., drought conditions decrease burnability via reduction in biomass). In this study, the combination of larger areal extent of thinning and prescribed fire treatments, increased high-severity wildfire area burned, climate conditions unfavorable for tree recruitment and regeneration, and understory biomass production modeled for the Hot-Arid, 3xBAU and 6xBAU scenarios served as a negative feedback to fire frequency via reductions in fuel availability and connectivity [94,103,131]. In the LANDIS-II DFF extension, climate influences on area burned are partially restricted by the input of a user defined fire size or fire duration distribution. We used a fire duration distribution, which enables individual fires to increase in size in response to climate influences on fuel moisture and consequent fire spread.
forests should increase in size in response to a warmer and drier climate and potentially increase area burned. Yet, this model dynamic does not account for additional large fires that might be expected to escape suppression under a hotter and drier future. LANDIS-II simulations, in contrast to the FireBGCv2 simulations, also did not incorporate the direct influence of climate changes on the number of ignitions (e.g., fuel moisture influences on the likelihood of ignitions). However, the model does incorporate the indirect influence of climate-driven vegetation changes and subsequent changes in fuel conditions on the number of ignitions. Still, the missing link between direct impacts of climate on the number of ignitions represents an important limitation in the assessment of climate influences on future fire regimes in the LANDIS-II DFF extension as it is configured in this particular study, and it may explain the reduced sensitivity of the fire regime to climate. Ultimately, we did not produce consistent projections of future fire regimes, due to differences in model mechanics. However, despite their differences, models did produce consistent projections of substantially altered forest composition, structure, and biomass, suggesting a level of biotic reorganization that will affect management goals and strategies for southwestern landscapes.

Sources of uncertainty in model results come from input climate model data, which are inherently uncertain because climate change and the severity of its impacts depend on future emissions and mitigation measures. Additionally, global climate models (GCMs) may not accurately represent climate and weather at the regional and local scales, particularly concerning precipitation trends and climate oscillations that influence fire patterns [132–134]. The delta method used to locally downscale climate model inputs only accounts for changes to the mean climate signal, and not to shifts in synoptic-scale climate patterns outside of observed weather [90,135]. Finally, neither of our models included insects as a disturbance agent, although insect outbreaks are predicted to increase with warmer and drier climates [136,137]. Significant insect-caused tree mortality has already occurred in piñon pines in the Southwest [124], and insect disturbance, if modeled, could influence forest dynamics.

5. Conclusions

Although this study was not designed as a factorial model comparison (i.e., in which both models are developed for each landscape), similarities in the model results suggest common, regional-scale ecological inferences useful for understanding current and future climate, fire, and vegetation dynamics across southwestern forested ecosystems. Both models projected persistent compositional and structural changes in present-day dry conifer forests caused by climate changes and shifting fire patterns, particularly in ponderosa pine forests. We found resilience traits in dry mixed conifer forests in both model landscapes, and indications that ecotonal zones—for example, piñon-juniper ponderosa pine ecotone in the Jemez Mountains—can facilitate relatively rapid upslope movement of drought-adapted species into areas that have become too arid to support more mesic forests. Models produced dissimilar outcomes related to management and climate impacts on fire regimes, the result of inherent differences in model mechanics. However, both models captured cumulative, reciprocal interactions of climate, fires, and vegetation that highlight the complexity of fire-prone ecological systems in which key driving processes (e.g., climate) have both direct and indirect and short- and long-term influence on landscape patterns and processes.

Our results are compatible with recent papers that have identified the need for new strategies to promote the resilience of fire-prone forested ecosystems. Current and intensified management treatments simulated for FireBGCv2-Jemez and LANDIS-II-Kaibab did not prevent fundamental reorganization of the study landscapes under changing climates, suggesting that historical or present-day forest and fire regime characteristics may not be achievable management targets in the future. The design of novel management approaches will present two important challenges. First, it requires managers to reach a consensus on achievable objectives under future climate conditions, not based on historic reference conditions. Potential objectives could include the maintenance of functional types or ecosystem services, biomass conservation, carbon sequestration, the maintenance of key habitat types, or the conservation of species and genetic diversity [138]. Second, managers would need
to begin implementing and experimenting with untested approaches that could produce unintended consequences. Modeling studies will be an important component of this process, helping to inform the selection of promising treatments and anticipate risks. However, ultimately, these approaches will require testing in actual landscapes, perhaps initially at smaller scales. This approach poses a difficult but critical path forward, requiring a dynamic, experimental land management framework that anticipates change, acknowledges that current systems have transformed or will transform away from historical references, and allows dynamic ecological processes to occur [139].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/9/4/192/s1, Supplement 1: Methods: The FireBGCv2 and LANDIS-II models, Table S1: Treatment parameters for FireBGCv2-Jemez and LANDIS-II-Kaibab modeling simulations. Results: Table S2: FireBGCv2-Jemez wildfire area burned, Table S3: LANDIS-II-Kaibab wildfire area burned.
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